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On 15 February 1999, at approximately 1930 hours, your investigators interviewed one Yaser
_ , Ellicott City Md. M/I/17 _ at the Pizza Hut restaurant located in Ellicott City.
During this interview, Masterÿ was able to provide your investigators with the following information.

_

Masterÿ has known the victim's prior boyfriend one Adnon Syed 7034 Johnnycake Road Baltimore,
Maryland M/P/17 05/21/81 for numerous years. In fact both boys attend the same Mosque " Islamic
indicated that in the spring of 1998, Adnon became involved with the victim
Society of Baltimore ".
socially and apparently attended the Junior Prom together. As a result of the relationship between Adnon
and Hae, Master
|found that his friendship with Adnon began to dissolve.

Ali also indicated that during the holy month described as "Ramadan" which occurred this year from 23
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December 1998 to 16 January 1999. At the conclusion of the month, a festival named "Eid" occurs on
also indicated that on 17 January 1999, he arrived at
17 January 1999,and was held at the mosque.
the mosque at approximately 5 a.m. He eventually saw Adnon at or about 0730 hours, however, both
stated that they
indicated that they would meet later in the day at one of the parties scheduled.
|
actually never met up that day, as a result of missing each other between events.
further indicates that Adnon eventually comes over to his house, exact date unknown,
|

however is
after the victim is found by the Police. A discussion takes place as to Adnon's knowledge of how the
victim was killed and whether Adnon knew who had killed Hae Min Lee.

Masterÿ was asked whether he had heard from other friends about Hae Lee's disappearance andÿ
indicated that their were discussions about her, however, nothing pertinent to this investigation.
Master was also asked that if Adnon had killed Hae Min Lee, would Adnon tell anyone?
that he didn't think he would.

indicated

Masterÿ was asked if he had called Homicide with any information concerning this event, andÿ

indicated no.

then aked if Adnon had been involved, and he wanted to get rid of the car, where would he do
0 was indicated
somewhere in the woods, possibly in Centennial Lake or the Inner Harbor.
so?®
Investigation to continue.

Respectfully,

CEB - Homicide

Approving Supervisor
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